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ABSTRACT
Recently, Software-Dened Networking has grown out of being an
“intriguing approach” and turned into a “must-have” for communi-
cation networks to overcome many long-standing problems of tra-
ditional networking. However, there are still some obstacles on the
way to the widespread adoption. Current commodity-o-the-shelf
(COTS) SDN oerings are still in their infancy and are notorious for
lacking standards compliance, scalability, and unpredictable perfor-
mance indicators compared to their legacy counterparts. On the
other hand, recent software-based solutions might mitigate these
shortcomings, but in terms of cost-eciency and port density they
are in a lower league.
Here, we present HARMLESS, a novel SDN switch design that
combines the rapid innovation and upgrade cycles of software
switches with the port density of hardware-based appliances into a
fully data plane-transparent, vendor-neutral and cost-eective solu-
tion for smaller enterprises to gain a foothold in this era. The demo
showcases the SDN migration of a dumb legacy Ethernet switch to
a powerful, fully recongurable, OpenFlow-enabled network device
without incurring any major performance and latency penalty, nor
any substantial price tag enabling to realize many use cases that
would have otherwise needed standalone hardware appliances.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software-Dened Networking (SDN) radically changes the way
we build and operate data communication networks: decoupling
the control and data plane functionality enables the trac steering
logic to be directly programmable, while allowing the underly-
ing infrastructure to be abstracted for dierent network applica-
tions and services like automated orchestration, on-the-y chaining
of services, and multi-tenancy support in an “as-a-service” man-
ner [7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16]. Over the past few years, SDN has grown
from an “intriguing approach” to a “must-have” for communication
networks, in order to overcome many long-standing problems of
traditional networking [16].
However, as the low number of actual SDN deployments [6]
shows, small enterprises without substantial in-house expertise
face signicant business and technical barriers when migrating
to SDN. Each SDN migration strategy [12] involves dierent cost,
management, and performance trade-os that need tedious forward
planning and extensive investigation of vendor device options. The
incremental migration approach oers less interference with daily
operation, but managing heterogeneous network architectures is
painstaking. Jumping right to full-blown SDN, on the other hand,
by swapping all legacy networking appliances to SDN-capable de-
vices overnight, may mitigate the aforementioned challenge, but
this is hardly an option for small businesses due to the huge capi-
tal expenditure, the ag-day deployment, and the induced service
downtime.
Today, there are essentially two choices for obtaining an SDN-
enabled device: buying a COTS hardware switch or relying on gen-
eral purpose servers and running software switches on top. Tradi-
tionally, COTS SDN devices have been praised for providing high
port density at a reasonable price tag, albeit notorious for not
complying to standards, not scaling, and oering unpredictable
performance [13] compared to their legacy counterparts. On the
contrary, software-based solutions oer better programmability
and standards-compliance, but struggle to match the port density
of COTS switches due to the physical limits of the blade form factor.
In order to reconcile software and hardware switching and to
assist smaller enterprises in their initial phase of SDN deployment,
in this demo we present HARMLESS, a Hybrid ARchitecture to
Migrate Legacy Ethernet Switches to SDN. HARMLESS introduces
an additional level of abstraction on top of the conventional con-
trol plane–data plane separation: practical packet processing hard-
ware is further decoupled from the switch operating system, and
the OpenFlow (OF) capability is provided by a dedicated software
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Figure 1: The HARMLESS architecture with the showcased use cases
switch. HARMLESS brings new life to plain old legacy Ethernet
switches by adding SDN capability, which not only protects current
investment by oering a cost-eective migration strategy but also
realizes a delicate sweet spot in the trade-o between hardware
simplicity and exible functionality [1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 14].
2 ARCHITECTURE
To manage the physical ports of a legacy switch from an external
software switch, we adopt the “Tagging and Hairpinning” tech-
nique, widely used to ooad VM-to-VM communication from the
hypervisor to special-purpose hardware at the rst hop switch [5].
In our architecture (depicted in Fig. 1), the legacy switch is con-
gured to tag each packet with a unique VLAN id that identies
the access port it was received from. Then, the tagged packets are
forwarded to the software switch along the trunk-port–soft-switch
interconnect to enforce the network-wide policies according to the
OF program set up for the switch by the controller1. Since each
packet goes through the OF pipeline, there is no limitation on the
desired packet forwarding policy. Finally, packets are sent back to
the legacy switch “hairpinned”, i.e., tagged with the unique VLAN
id of the proper outgoing port. To avoid having to tailor controller
programs to the way HARMLESS maps output ports to VLAN ids
and vice versa, we introduce an additional OpenFlow Translator
Component as an adaptation layer, implemented by another soft-
ware switch instance (SS_1). The latter is connected to the main OF
switch (SS_2) by as many patch ports as the number of managed
access ports of the legacy device in order to dispatch packets to and
from the patch ports based on the used VLAN ids (see the group
node HARMLESS-S4 and Flow table of SS_1 in Fig. 1).
As an example, consider the case of Host 1 and Host 2 (con-
nected to access ports 1 and 2 identied by VLAN id 101, and 102)
permitted to exchange trac only with each other. When Host
1 sends a packet to Host 2, this is tagged with VLAN id 101 and
forwarded to SS_1 via the trunk port. According to its ow table,
SS_1 outputs the packet to patch port 1, through which the main
1The OF components can be realized by any software switch, we used
ESwitch [9] with DPDK-enabled NICs.
OF switch (SS_2), managed directly by the SDN controller, receives
it and processes it according to the OF pipeline. Based on the policy
(marked by row DMZ ), SS_2 passes the packet back to SS_1 via
patch port 2. SS_1 subsequently tags the packet with VLAN id 102
and immediately passes it towards the legacy switch which in turn
removes the VLAN tag and sends the packet to Host 2 (see green
dashed arrow). Relying on Python and BASH, we developed the
HARMLESS Manager 2 that automatically manages and queries
the legacy Ethernet switch via SNMP through NAPALM, a library
supporting numerous networking operating systems (e.g., Cisco
IOS, Arista EOS). According to the desired OpenFlow-enabled port-
setting, the manager congures the legacy switch, then instantiates
HARMLESS-S4. Finally, it installs the corresponding ow rules into
SS_1 and connects SS_2 to the SDN controller.
During the demo, we will showcase how HARMLESS renders
a dumb legacy Ethernet switch to a powerful, fully recongurable
network device without incurring any major performance [3] or
latency penalty, or any substantial price tag, henceforth allowing to
realize many use cases in-network (see Fig.1) that would otherwise
need dedicated standalone hardware appliances. In the a) Load
Balancer (LB) scenario, HARMLESS will allow to equally distribute
ingress web trac between multiple backends based on matching
of the source IP address; b) the DMZ use case will show how to
implement and ne-tune VM-level access policies in a multi-tenant
cloud using OF; and c) the Parental Control (PC) scenario will show
how to selectively deny access to specic users to certain web pages
on-the-y. Video showcase is available at https://goo.gl/ssw5Bb.
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